Hello to all you friends of colors and brushes.
Ever wanted to know what is going on in Roman’s brain while painting? In this class
Roman tries to tell you everything he can. It is a fully weekend of inspiration suitable for
starters, beginners, journeymen and professionals alike. From tons of theory to painting
meditation this class let’s you leave with a display figure that you created with Roman’s
help and under his guidance.
The class is not only aimed at beginners, it rather gives an introduction in Roman's
theoritical and practical knowledge of painting miniatures. In this class well experienced
teacher, Roman Lappat, also known in the web as "jarhead" gives you an insight in his
way so you easily can paint up wonderful models. He will take you on a journey through art
history to explain to you how all aspects of light/shadow, contrasts, color harmony and
story telling can play together in theory and practical exercise. The class is a hands on
class and you will return home with an almost base and model. Promised.

When questions arise, please contact Roman via E-Mail under:
jarhead---at---massivevoodoo---dot---com

How much?
The participant contribution consists of the teaching work at the class and neccessary
preparations, room rental, arrival and material costs. Furthermore there is an individual
coaching during the whole weekend.
Expenses contribution: 150 €
25 participants maximum

What? - Basic Informations
The class is not only aimed at beginners, it rather gives an introduction in Roman's
theoritical
and practical knowledge of painting miniatures. In this class well experienced teacher,
Roman Lappat, also known in the web as "jarhead" gives you an insight in his way so you
easily can paint up wonderful models. He will take you on a journey through art history to
explain to you how all aspects of light/shadow, contrasts, color harmony and story telling
can play together in theory and practical exercise. The class is a hands on class and you

will
return home with an almost base and model. Promised. The class aims at absolut starters,
beginners, advanced painters and supergood painters.
'Beginners class' means here that Roman aka jarhead gives an introduction into his way of
thinking while painting, in detail a lot of important theory is explained while doing a walk
through Art History and is used in practical exercises. During the weekend you will not only
learn to improve your painting skills, you will also learn the 'Why?' behind everything
explained and with that you will be able to teach yourself in your own hobby future by just
recognizing what nature has to offer.

The theory- and hands on parts contain:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Learn to see your world with different eyes
Introduction into basing composition
Learn how to feel harmony in different aspects
Important contrasts for figure painting
Explanation about how to paint a light situation on your figure
Understand colour theory and learn how to use it properly
Learn about different materials, their unique properties and learn to paint them
Learn to lose fear of doing something wrong
much more!

Roman is painting miniatures as a self-employed artist since 2006 and gained his
knowledgefrom spending a lot of painting time, sitting, but sometimes he also walks while
painting. If you are interested to see some of Roman's artwork, please check this link:
http://www.romanlappat.com
You can find reviews of past MV's Jar's beginners class here:
click!
Roman plays a big part of the blog called Massive Voodoo where daily inspiration hits the
visitor: www.massivevoodoo.com

Where?
Please see detailed incoming email communication after registration.

Detail Information
The miniature of the class will be a Games Workshop's demonette due she is perfectly fitting
to the content of the class and Roman's teaching. Every student who takes part in the class for
his/her first time has to paint a demonette. No discussion.
Reapeting students of the class are allowed to bring their own project and focus on their own
topics and will be guided by Roman's help.
The class time schedule might vary in minimal plans, just as Roman sees fit during the
weekend and in talks with the group of students. The class will have regular breaks to relax
and eat.

Fridays:
Start 18:00 (6 pm) – please be on time,
Preparation, Organisation, Basic Information to the class, Building a base, Theory about
Composition, Preparing the model, Theory about contrasts, light and shadow, color theory
Estimated end at Friday 23:30~ 00:10 (11:30 pm - 00:10 am)
Saturdays:
Start 09:30 - More Color Theory, Priming, Inspiration, Painting techniques in theory and
practical handso on, on base and figure, Painting Skin, free painting time, theory on leather,
metallics, skin varations
Estimated end at Saturday 23:30 ~ 00:10 (11:30 pm - 00:10 am)
Sundays:
Start 09:00 - Working on details, Skin Variations, True Metallic Metal, Painting Eyes, Leather,
Effects, Basefinish, photos of the models, aftermath
Estimated end at Sunday 18:30 ~ 19:00 (06:30 pm - 07:00 pm)

What you have to bring!
And what you don't have to bring!
What you don't have to bring!














miniature (only if you are a repeater)
basing material
sandpaper
metal pins for pinning
cork
plinths
priming Spray Cans
blister sponges
UHU glue
Din A 4 paper for sketches
toothpicks
basing material for base finish
Painting Class Handout (after the weekend every students recieves a thirty-six paged
class handout)

What you have to bring!











wetpalette:
easy version: http://massivevoodoo.blogspot.com/2009/10/tutorial-wet-palette.html
professional version: http://massivevoodoo...palette-20.html
one package of Milliput Standard Yellow
callipers
hand drill
your hobby blade
water jar (bring two!)
superglue
your painting lamp, best would be with a daylight bulb






a pen to make notes
seat pillow if you need one
multiplug
Pattafix or bluetac plus a box to bring home your miniature

IMPORTANT
- Brushes: please bring the brushes you usually use. One rule if you do not own one yet:
Please buy one Windsor & Newton Brush, Series 7, long (not small), size 1 or size 2
- Colors, good for the class are: GW Colors, Vallejo Model Color, Scale75 or P3. You do not
have to bring all the colors you have –-> please bring the colors you often paint with.If
something is missing you can lend everything you need from Roman. No need for buying a big
list of new colors. Rather do this after the class, when you have seen what you can do with
some specific colors.
Please do not bring Vallejo Game Colors as they are not working pretty well with the
techniques Roman shows you! All further materials will be provided by the class conduct.
At this point we want to give special thanks to the following companies for their support:
PK-Pro, Sockelmacher, Juweela, Kellerkind-Miniaturen, Secret Weapon

Information on board and lodgings
Lodgings: Concerning lodgings, everybody makes his own luck – if it's youth hostel, hotel or
accomodation at locals – everybody has to take care for him- or herself. Arrangements among
each other may help to find appropriate lodging. We recommend youth hostel „Sleps“ because
it's only two minutes on foot away from the school building „Staatsinstitut“. You need a youth
hostel pass that can be gained directly on site. Augsburg also has a lot of further guesthouses
and hotels, simply google for „Augsburg Hotels“.
It is requested, that every participant looks for his or her own lodgings but we gladly will
support you!

Board: Every participant has to take care for his or her own catering. In close vicinity to the
school building are several bakeries, two super markets (Tengelmann/Norma), a bank
(Sparkasse), fast food restaurants, butchers etc. Of course we will discuss, plan and organize
breaks together in the tried and tested way. There is an automatic coffee brewer in the school
buildung as well as a school kitchen we can use. We can use coffee brewer, dishwasher,
fridge, baking oven over the weekend if we clean up together. Many of those devices only
work „spontaneaously“. There's no warranty what devices in the kitchen you can rely on. Don't
forget to bring some money for your board with you.
Please bring your food for friday along with you for there's no eat break planned then.
__________________________________________________________________________

Disclaimer and information concerning minors
Those can only participate if they bring along a declaration of consent by their parents or send
it to Roman in advance. Ask for postal address via PN or Email.

Disclaimer
The organizers of the workshop assume no liability for any damage to persons or property.
Needless to say we see a cultured behaviour and way of speaking as preconditional.
___________________________________________________________________________

About enrollment and financial transaction
Enrollment?
We would like to ask you to enroll via Email giving your full name, your address and –
as the case may be – your nickname to Roman: jarhead---at---massivevoodoo---dot--com
Roman will handle your data confidentially.
We want to have your Email-address present, to
1)
be able to contact you in case of possible question and
2)
inform you about any news concerning the class.
There is a list of successors that will be followed sequentially in case of cancellations.

Financial transaction?
The amount of money to be transferred should arrive to the given date at the bank account
mentioned below. Bank details are:
This information will be given out via email as soon as we see there are enough
participants.
Someone, already having the contribution transferred, cancelling his enrollment prior to 2
weeks before the workshop will get his money transferred back minus a storno charge.
Someone cancelling his enrollment within two weeks prior to the workshop will not get any
money back, because materials are already bought and it would be hard to find a successor.
We are looking forward to welcome you
on a weekend you will not forget!
Roman Lappat

